In his seminal book, Gibson (1979) postulated that humans directly detect action possibilities (affordances) from the physical properties of objects in the environment in an automatic fashion.
There is now substantial evidence for this claim (e.g. Bub, Masson, & Cree, 2008; Phillips & Ward, 2002; Riddoch, Edwards, Humphreys, West, & Heafield, 1998; Riddoch, Humphreys, Edwards, Baker, & Willson, 2003; Tucker & Ellis, 1998) . This paper aims to examine how the selection of affordances plays out when we see two objects. In particular, how is affordance processing influenced when these objects are commonly used together, e.g. a spoon to scoop from a bowl? One possibility is that the perceived affordances are not affected by the pairing, i.e. the spoon is seen "pick-up-able" and the bowl still considered being "lift-able". On the other hand, the affordance of the bowl may be suppressed, e.g. in order to successfully execute the reach for the spoon. In other words, the affordance of the object relevant for an immediate action might be selected while the other object's affordance might be suppressed. This paper explores whether a competitive process of affordance selection exists or whether the detection of the affordance is unaffected by the potential interaction between two objects.
Primary evidence for the detection of affordances from single objects (e.g. Bub, Masson, & Cree, 2008; Phillips & Ward, 2002; Tucker & Ellis, 1998 ) is based on an experimental procedure sometimes termed the response compatibility paradigm. In these experiments participants are asked to indicate a property of an object which is largely unrelated to the object affordance. Despite being irrelevant to the task the object affordance affects the participants' response. For instance, in their Experiment 1 and 2, Tucker and Ellis (1998) presented photographs of common graspable objects as stimuli, and the participants had to indicate the vertical orientation of the objects (upright or inverted) by making left-right key press responses. They found that when the graspable parts of the objects (e.g., the handle of a frying pan) were aligned with the responding hand reaction times were faster compared to when the handle pointed to the opposite of the responding hand. Subsequently, this finding was extended by Phillips and Ward (2002) . They showed that the affordance of the object affected the left-right key responses to a stimulus (abstract symbol) placed on the object. Hence the affordances of objects were detected even though objects are irrelevant to the task. Overall, these findings suggest that there is automatic extraction of affordance.
The detection of affordances in a two-object scenario was examined in a series of studies by Humphreys and colleagues (e.g. Riddoch et al., 2003) . In these studies participants see object pairings where one object is "active" while the other object is "passive". Active objects (e.g. a spoon in a spoon-bowl pair) are those items used in the action between the objects (e.g., grasping and scooping from the bowl), while the passive objects only need "stabilization" (e.g., the bowl in the spoon-bowl pair). Importantly these studies show that responses are affected if the objects appear to interact with each other in a typical way. For instance, Riddoch et al. (2003) reported data on patients with visual extinction 1 who show impaired detection to stimuli on the contralesional side of a display when another item is present on the ipsilesonal side. The impairment in detecting contralesional items was alleviated if paired objects were presented one on each side and as if interacting with each other. Here positioning objects for action enabled the patients to attend to both members of a pair. In contrast, there was still extinction if the objects were positioned not to interact with each other.
Similarly, in normal participants, correctly co-locating stimuli for action improves the identification of briefly presented objects, compared with when the objects are positioned not to interact (e.g. Roberts & Humphreys, 2011a) . These studies also find a bias towards the active objects. That is, with both patients (e.g. Riddoch et al., 2003) and neurologically typical participants (e.g. Roberts & Humphreys, 2010a) , response benefits tend to go with the active member of an interacting pair. For instance, when the patients with extinction reported only one object in a pair positioned for interaction, it was more likely to be the active object, regardless of whether the active object fell on the contralateral or ipsilateral side. These results can be interpreted as evidence for the affordance from the interacting objects being coded pre-attentively, since patients are unaware of the contralesional stimulus unless it is paired correctly for action. This affordance further determines which of the two objects is preferentially selected (with a bias towards the active member of the pair).
In addition, there is also evidence suggesting competition among different objects. A study by Ellis, Tucker, Symes, and Vainio (2007) examined the extraction of affordances in a two-object scenario using the response compatibility paradigm. Unlike Riddoch et al. (2003; also Roberts & Humphreys, 2010b) , the objects were unrelated to each other and they were not positioned to interact.
1 Patients with visual extinction can detect a single item presented on the side contralateral to their lesion but fail to detect the same item when it is placed in competition with another item on the ipsilesional side. The deficit can be conceptualised in terms of the lesion introducing a spatial bias in the competition for selection between the stimuli (Duncan, Humphreys, & Ward, 1997) .
Participants were asked to indicate a simple geometric property (straight or curved) of a target object by making a power grasp or a precision grip, and the other item was a distractor. When the target object was defined by its colour, Ellis et al. found that required grasps were delayed if the distractor requires a compatible grasp, relative to when the distractor affords an incompatible grasp. The data suggest that there can be competition for action selection between a target and distractor objects, which must be resolved in order to select the action to the target (see also Pavese & Buxbaum, 2002) .
The time for resolution is increased when the distractor's response is compatible with that required for the target. Other authors have also argued that there can be competition for action selection between affordances offered by single objects (Boehme & Heinke, 2009; Cisek & Kalaska, 2010; Riddoch, Humphreys, & Price, 1989; Thill, Caligiore, Borghi, Ziemke, & Baldassarre, 2013) .
Although previous studies have argued for the role of affordance competition in visual processing, there has been little direct evidence for such competition for paired objects. The present study provides novel evidence on this. We evaluated whether there was competition for action selection between the affordances offered by individual objects that are presented simultaneously, and in particular whether this competition leads to inhibitory processing in order to perform between-object actions. Consider our example of a spoon and a bowl. For the two objects to interact as a pair it requires that the spoon is actively used and the bowl stabilised. However, the bowl itself could afford a lifting action which would be incompatible with the action to the objects as a pair. This may create competition for action selection which may need to be resolved -for example by inhibiting the response to the bowl.
To assess this, we combined the paired-object design (Riddoch et al., 2003) with the procedure reported by Phillips and Ward (2002) . Participants were asked to respond to an imperative stimulus in the centre of the screen (square or triangle) with a left/right response while a task-irrelevant object pair was simultaneously presented (see Figure 1) . The left object in the pair would afford a left response and the object on the right a right response. Hence, analogous to Phillips and Ward's (2002) findings, responses to the imperative target should be affected by the affordance of the object aligned with the response. In our procedure, for instance, an active object may lead to a speed-up of the response as it is linked to an immediate action (e.g., to reach for this item), shortening RTs to the central target. In contrast the passive object may show no effect or even slow down responses to the imperative stimulus, if the action to the passive object is suppressed as a competitor to the action to the object pair. The effect of an affordance between the objects (as in Riddoch et al., 2003; Roberts & Humphreys, 2010b) was assessed by contrasting responses to the imperative target when the objects were in "correct" and "incorrect" co-locations for a common action (see Figure 1 ). For example, take the correct co-location condition when the active objects were presented on the left side (left panel in Figure 1a ). Here a right hand response to the target shape is aligned with the action afforded by the passive object (the bowl). Whether the orientation of the active object (the spoon) modulated this response was tested by comparing responses against a baseline (the incorrect co-location condition) when a right response was required and the orientation of the active object was incorrect for any interaction between the objects (left panel, Figure 1b ; Experiment 1 and 4). Effects from the implied actions on the active object were assessed on left hand responses in this layout condition by comparing the correct co-location condition with another baseline condition. In this baseline (the incorrect co-location condition) the same response was required but the orientation of the passive object was manipulated ( Figure 1c ; Experiment 2). In Experiment 1, we tested effects of co-locating objects for action on the responses aligned with passive objects, and in Experiment 2 we assessed effects of implied actions in relation to the active object in each pair. If correctly positioning objects for action favourably modulates performance compatible with the passive objects, then any response congruent with the passive objects in the correct co-location condition in Experiment 1
should be faster than in the incorrect co-location condition, while this should be true for active objects in Experiment 2 if the implied action facilitates responses compatible with the active objects. On the other hand, if there is suppression of the response to either item when they are positioned for action, then corresponding responses to the imperative stimulus may be slower when the objects are in the correct relative to the incorrect co-locations for action.
In adopting this paradigm, the present study also went beyond others examining affordances with pairs of objects by having participants respond to an imperative stimulus that was independent of the objects being presented. In other studies participants have directly responded to the object pairs, in some cases using identification responses (Riddoch et al., 2003) . It is possible that the affordance effect could have been facilitated by a top-down set to respond to related objects under these conditions. This seems less likely here, as the task set would involve only making a motor response to the imperative stimulus.
Experiment 3 contrasted the qualitative difference between the affordance effect of a single object with that of paired objects. In Experiment 3 we presented only active objects in otherwise the same experiment setting and examined whether the effects of paired-object affordance also occurs when the active objects were presented in isolation and followed by the imperative target. When the passive objects were replaced by empty space, will responses to the imperative target aligned with the empty space be inhibited when the active object was in the correct relative to the incorrect orientation as those aligned with the passive objects being inhibited in Experiment 1? This would be the case if the active object simply inhibited any other response. On the other hand, if inhibition depends on there being competition from the passive object, then there would not be inhibition of the action aligned with the empty space.
In Experiment 4 we aimed to replicate our findings while at the same time asking the question of how affordances are encoded, i.e. what kind of "action code" is activated (e.g. Bub, Masson, & Bukach, 2003; Ellis et al., 2007; Kiefer, Sim, Helbig, & Graf, 2011; Phillips & Ward, 2002; Tucker & Ellis, 2001 )? Broadly speaking there are two options. On the one hand, the "action code" can be of a specific nature, specifying the effector, the direction of any action and the kinematic details (see Bub, Masson, & Bukach, 2003; Kiefer et al., 2011; Tucker & Ellis, 2001 ). On the other hand, it is also possible that any affordance activates categories of actions sharing certain, but not all features. This may have been implied when Gibson referred to objects being "lift-able" or "roll-able". Some evidence for this comes from the study by Phillips and Ward (2002) . They showed that the affordance-based response compatibility effect (Tucker & Ellis, 1998) can be observed when the left and right responses are made by crossed hands or by feet (Phillips & Ward, 2002) . They argued that graspable objects activate "relatively broadly defined categories of lateralized actions", e.g. actions on the left but not specific to the effector hand or types of grasp. Here we will extend this question to the paired-object scenario (Experiment 4). We borrowed a method from studies about the response compatibility effect of single objects by Cho and Proctor (2010) . They had participants respond using button press responses with a single hand rather than assigning the responses bimanually. They still observed an effect of response compatibility between the orientation of the handle of the objects and the finger used for the response, consistent with an effect of response compatibility at an abstract level of response selection rather than specific to the parameters of the actual action to the stimulus.
In the present study, we extended this design to displays with paired objects. We varied how participants responded -either using a bimanual response (Experiments 1 and 2), or a unimanual response (selecting the appropriate finger, Experiment 4).
Experiment 1: The effects of implied actions with active objects rotated as the baseline
The first experiment examined the effect of an action context (objects positioned correctly for action) on left and right hand responses to a central shape stimulus. On each trial two objects were presented, one active and one passive in the action, and the objects were positioned correctly or incorrectly for the interaction. The paired objects were followed by a central target, with the stimulusonset asynchrony (SOA) being either 240 ms or 400 ms. There were two possible target shapes and participants were required to make a speeded choice response by pressing one of two keys with their left or right hands according to which shape was presented. The objects preceding the target shape was task-irrelevant. On half of the trials, the active object was presented on the left side of the pair (in the left visual field) and the passive object on the right. These positions were reversed for the other trials. When the objects were positioned incorrectly for action, the orientation of the active object was changed (see Figure 1a for an example of the correct co-location condition and Figure 1b for the incorrect co-location condition used in Experiment 1. The left panel shows when the active objects were presented on the left side of the object pair, and the right panel shows when they were presented on the right side). In the incorrect co-location condition, the active objects were always presented in orientations not affording any interaction with the passive objects. For responses aligned with the passive objects, the incorrect co-location condition served as a baseline for the correct co-location condition. The difference between these two conditions enables us to examine the effects of implied actions on responses aligned with passive objects, whose orientations and affordances were maintained across the conditions. In the correct co-location condition, the comparison between responses compatible with the active and passive objects illustrates the relative biases from the different objects when positioned correctly for action.
Materials and Methods

Participants
Thirty healthy volunteers (three males, mean age 19 years) from the University of Birmingham research participation scheme were recruited in Experiment 1. All participants were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants gave informed consent and received course credits for their time.
Another two groups of volunteers (twelve, four males, in each group, mean age 22 and 20 years respectively) from the University of Birmingham research participation scheme were asked to evaluate the stimuli used in Experiment 1 (See supplementary material for more details). All evaluation participants were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants gave informed consent and received course credit as compensation for their time.
Materials
The stimuli and the trial sequence were generated using Matlab7 (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) with Psychtoolbox 3. All stimuli were presented on a 17-in Samsung SyncMaster 793s
(1280 × 1024 at 75 Hz) connected to a Windows XP computer. The stimuli consisted of 23 pairs of greyscale clip-art style images of objects on a rectangular white background. Each pair included an active object and a passive object routinely used together in an action (see Figure 1 for an example and Appendix A for a complete list of the object pairs used). Some stimuli appeared in more than one object pair, for instance a jug appeared in a jug-cup pair and a jug-glass pair. In total, 16 active objects and 15 passive objects were used as stimuli. The stimuli were rated by a separate group of evaluation participants regarding (a) whether the action relations between the objects were familiar and apparent, (b) whether, by changing orientation of the active objects in the incorrect co-location condition we effectively manipulated the implied actions between objects, and (c) whether the objects on the left and right side of the screen afford left-and right-hand responses respectively. A second group of participants evaluated the appropriateness of our assignment of active and passive objects,
i.e. whether the participants considered our active objects as operating upon the passive objects. The results revealed that the stimuli fulfilled these criteria. The detailed description of the procedure and the results of the stimulus evaluation process can be found in supplementary material.
On each trial, line-drawings of a pair of objects were presented on the screen. On half of the trials (in the correct co-location condition), the objects were co-located appropriately for interaction.
On the other half of the trials (the incorrect co-location condition), the active object was positioned in an orientation inappropriate to interact with the corresponding passive object. In the active-left condition, the active objects were presented on the left side of the screen, while the passive objects appeared on the right side. In the active-right condition, the whole presentation was horizontally flipped from the corresponding active-left presentation. All object images were presented on a white
background ( in a pseudo-randomized order, with no more than three consecutive trials from the same condition.
Each warm-up trial was randomly assigned to a condition. Several participants were required to repeat the practice block because they failed to meet the accuracy criteria (see below) in the first practice block. The accuracy criteria were the same for practice and formal blocks.
At the beginning of each trial, a fixation point was presented at the centre of the screen for 0.4 second. After this the fixation cross disappeared and an object pair appeared. After either 240ms or 400ms (SOA) a response target was presented at the centre of the screen (see Figure 2 ). The target and the object pair remained on the screen either until the participants made a response or a period of 1600 ms passed without response. Participants indicated whether the target was a triangle or a circle by using their left or right index finger to press the f or j key on a QWERTY keyboard. The stimulus-response mapping was counter-balanced across subjects.
The participants were required to respond as quickly and accurately as possible, and they were warned that a block would be repeated either if they missed the target, i.e. if no response were made within the allowed 1600 ms after the target onset, more than three times or if they pressed the wrong key more than three times within that block. Feedback was given immediately after an error.
Results and Discussion
Participants were highly accurate, with the average accuracy of each condition being between 97.8% and 99.6% (mean 98.8%, see Table 1 ). For data cleaning, RTs were initially trimmed to remove responses quicker than 100 ms. RTs more than 2.5 standard deviations from the mean of each participant were then discarded in a non-recursive manner. Discarded trials were fewer than 2% of the total trials. The same was done for Experiment 2 -4.
The mean RTs for the participants were initially entered into an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with SOA (240 ms and 400 ms), co-location of objects (correct vs. incorrect for action), the layout of paired objects (active-left vs. active-right) and the response compatibility (compatible with the active vs. passive object) as within-subjects factors.
There was a main effect of SOA, F (1, 29) = 97.57, p < .001, η 2 = .77, with RTs in the 240 ms SOA condition longer than in the 400 ms SOA condition (MD = 15 ms). The main effect of co-location was significant, F (1, 29) = 7.10, p = .012, η 2 = .20, with responses in the correct co-location condition quicker than in the incorrect co-location condition (MD = 3 ms). The main effect of response compatibility was significant too, F (1, 29) = 16.62, p < .001, η 2 = .36, with responses compatible with the active objects quicker than those compatible with the passive objects (MD = 5 ms). The main effect of the layout of objects (correctly or incorrectly co-located for action) was not significant (F < 1).
However, there was a significant interaction between the co-location factor and response compatibility,
22. An analysis of the simple effects revealed that the interaction between the co-location and response compatibility was mainly driven by the slowing of responses congruent with the passive objects when the objects were correctly positioned for action, compared with when the objects were not correctly located for action (when the orientation of active object changed, F (1, 29) = 19.48, p < .001, η 2 = .40, MD = 6 ms). In contrast to this, there was no difference between responses aligned with active objects in the correct and the incorrect co-location conditions, F < 1 (see Figure 3 ). In addition, responses compatible with the active objects were quicker than those compatible with the passive objects when the objects were correctly co-located for action, F (1, 29) = 17.52, p < . 001, η 2 = .38, MD = 8 ms, but not when the objects were incorrectly colocated for action, F (1, 29) = 2.29, p = .141, η 2 = .07, MD = 2 ms.
The results of Experiment 1 suggest that (a) the presence of interacting active objects slows down responses compatible with the passive objects, and (b) when both objects were presented in an interacting co-location, the responses aligned with the active objects were quicker than those aligned with the passive objects. The second effect is in line with previous studies reporting differences in the processing of active and passive objects (Riddoch et al., 2003; Roberts & Humphreys, 2010a) . The first effect suggests that responses aligned with the passive object (i.e. the affordance of the passive object) are inhibited, relative to when the passive object is in the same orientation but the pair of objects are not positioned correctly for action (due to the inappropriate orientation of the active object).
That is, there was an inhibitory effect of implied actions on the responses aligned with the passive objects. We do not consider our results can be solely explained by an advantage for the active objects in the correct co-location condition without there also being an inhibitory influence on the passive objects, because otherwise there should not have been difference between responses aligned with the passive objects in the correct and the incorrect co-location conditions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time an inhibitory effect from implied between-object actions has been directly demonstrated in conditions of paired object affordance. The advantage for active objects over the passive objects and the co-existence of this effect with a suppression of the response to the passive objects is in line with the results of Ellis et al. (2007, see Introduction) , but here we show a specific effect for action-implying object pairs.
The question remains open regarding whether the responses aligned with the active objects were also affected by implied between-object actions. One possibility is that, because the object context was irrelevant to the task, participants might have suppressed responses to both objects in the object pairs. However, because the orientation of the active objects changed across co-location conditions, Experiment 1 cannot provide strong evidence regarding whether an inhibitory effect from implied between-object actions also influences the active objects, or whether implied between-object actions selectively affect the passive objects. To solve this problem, in Experiment 2 we compared the responses aligned with the active objects between the correct and the incorrect co-location conditions while the orientation of the passive object was changed and the orientation of the active object was maintained. In this case, the effect of implied actions on responses aligned with the active objects can be examined without influence from their orientation being changed. We do not have a specific hypothesis regarding what will be the effects of action context on active objects. One proposal is that the implied actions between the objects selectively lead to inhibition of the affordance from passive objects. In this case, the responses aligned with the active objects in the correct colocation condition should not be inhibited in Experiment 2. Thus, compared with the incorrect colocation condition, responses aligned with the active objects should not be slower than those in the correct co-location condition. On the other hand, it is possible that the inhibitory effect of presenting the objects in the correct co-location is not selective and affects the active and passive objects equally, regardless of the functional significance of the active objects. Then, we should expect to find a similar inhibitory effect of the correct co-location on responses aligned with the active objects in Experiment 2.
Experiment 2: The Effects of Implied actions with Passive Objects Rotated as the Baseline.
Experiment 2 replicated Experiment 1 but with a baseline condition in which the passive rather than the active object was rotated.
Method
A new sample of thirty healthy volunteers (four males, mean age 19 years, range: 18-30 yrs)
from the University of Birmingham research participation scheme was recruited in Experiment 2. All participants were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants gave informed consent and received course credit for their time.
The basic design of Experiment 2 was the same as Experiment 1, except that in the incorrect colocation condition the orientation of passive objects, rather than that of active objects, was manipulated (see Figure 1c ).
The materials were based on the same stimulus pool as Experiment 1, but some object pairs were replaced or removed to exclude those passive objects without an obvious upright orientation (e.g. tennis ball, pepper). The final set included 16 object pairs (see Appendix B for a complete list of object pairs). The appropriateness of the materials was verified by independent evaluation (see supplementary materials for detailed report). In addition, the background color of the visual field was changed into light grey (200, 200, 200 RGB) .
Results and Discussion
Participants were highly accurate, with the average accuracy of the different conditions being between 97.0% and 99.7% (mean 98.5%, see Table 2 ).
The RT data were initially entered into an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with SOA (240 ms vs.400 ms), co-location (correct vs. incorrect), object layout (active-left vs. passive-left) and response compatibility (with active objects vs. passive objects) as within-subject factors.
There was a main effect of SOA, F (1, 29) = 98.73, p < .001, η 2 = .77, with RTs in the 240 ms compatibility was significant, F (1, 29) = 64.30, p < .001, η 2 = .69, with responses congruent with active objects quicker than those congruent with passive objects (MD = 11 ms). None of the other main effects or interactions were significant (ps > 0.1, see Figure 4 ).
In this experiment responses aligned with the active objects were in all cases faster than those aligned with the passive object, as shown by the significant main effect of response compatibility.
This replicates the findings from Experiment 1 when the objects were correctly co-located for action.
The replication is not surprising and demonstrated the robustness of the advantage for the active objects, since the correct co-location conditions were the same in Experiment 1 and 2. However, in Experiment 2, the main effect of co-location did not reach significance, nor was this factor involved in any interaction. Therefore, there was no evidence for responses aligned with active objects being affected when the objects were correctly located for between-object action compared with the baseline when the passive object was rotated. These results highlight the difference between active and passive objects in terms of how the affordances evoked by each object are differently affected by a contextual object positioned in the correct location for interaction. The results of Experiment 2 suggest that responses aligned with the active object are not affected by an implied action with a passive object, with it making little difference when the contextual object (the passive object in this case) is in the correct orientation for action or not, in sharp contrast with the results of Experiment 1.
The lack of inhibitory effect on the active objects ruled out the possibility that both objects were suppressed unselectively because they are task irrelevant.
Experiment 3: Compatibility effect of implied actions requires the presence of a passive object
Experiment 1 and 2 suggested that active objects dominate paired-object affordance, inhibiting actions linked to the passive objects. However, it is possible that the active objects might have produced the observed effects in Experiment 1 as single objects. For example, the response evoked by the active object may simply inhibit any other response irrespective of the presence of another stimulus. In this case the implied between-object actions and the presentation of the objects as a pair may have no influence on performance; responses to the imperative target might be slowed if it is simply incompatible with that evoked by the active target (note that in that case the response to the imperative target would have been compatible to the passive object in Experiment 1 and 2). To test this possibility, in Experiment 3, only an active object was presented on each trial, without another (passive) object. It should be noted that there are examples in the literature where similar configurations have revealed response modulations. For instance, Symes, Ellis, and Tucker (2005) showed that the orientation of an action-relevant part of an object (either pointing to left or to the right) presented on one side of the screen modulated responses aligned with the opposite (empty) side of the presentation. Hence in principle it is conceivable that the inhibition effect found in responses to the imperative stimulus in Experiments 1 and 2 also occurs even if the passive object is not present (in Experiment 3).
Methods
A new sample of thirty healthy volunteers (six males, mean age 19 years, range: 18-27 yrs) from the University of Birmingham research participation scheme was recruited in Experiment 3. All participants were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants gave informed consent and received course credit for their time.
The procedure for Experiment 3 was the same as for Experiment 1 except that only the active object in each pair was presented, while the space that was previously occupied by passive objects was left blank (see Appendix C for a complete list of objects used in Experiment 3). For the sake of consistency, in Experiment 3, we still name the condition correct co-location when the active objects were positioned as if interacting with an invisible passive object, in the same orientation as in the correct co-location condition in Experiment 1 (see Figure 5 for exemplars of the stimuli). Similarly, the incorrect co-location condition referred to when the active objects were presented in an orientation impossible to perform any action in the direction of the blank space, as in the incorrect co-location condition in Experiment 1.
Results and Discussion
Participants were highly accurate (range = 97.7% -99.3%, Mean = 98.5%, see Table 3 ).
Mean RTs were calculated for each participant in each condition, and were entered into an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with SOA (240 ms and 400 ms), orientation (correct vs. incorrect colocation), the layout of objects (active-left vs. active-right) and the response compatibility (aligned with the active objects vs. with the empty space) as within-subjects factors.
There was a main effect of SOA, F (1, 29) = 209.64, p < .001, η 2 = 0.88, with RTs in the 240 ms SOA condition longer than in the 400 ms SOA condition (MD = 24 ms). The main effect of co-location was significant, F (1, 29) = 9.33, p = .005, η 2 = 0.24, with responses in the correct co-location condition quicker than in the incorrect co-location condition (MD = 3 ms). There was a significant interaction between the layout of the objects and response compatibility, F (1, 29) = 5.09, p = .032, η 2 = 0.15. The analysis of simple effects revealed that the interaction reflected that right-hand responses were generally quicker than left-hand responses. Responses aligned with the active objects were quicker when they were made by the right hand than when they were made by the left hand (p =.033, MD = 9 ms), and the same trend was significant for the responses aligned with the empty side (p =.047, MD = 9 ms).
More importantly, the interaction between co-location and response compatibility was not significant, F (1, 29) = 3.07, p =.090, η 2 = 0.10 (see Figure 6 ). Pairwise comparisons suggested that responses to imperative targets congruent with the empty space (replacing passive object) were not slowed down by the presence of an interacting active object (p = .44, MD = 1 ms). In addition, responses congruent with correctly orientated active objects were quicker than those congruent with the empty space (p =.021, MD = 5 ms).
The results of Experiment 3 did not show the inhibitory effect of implied between-object actions.
Notably, RTs to an imperative target that would have been compatible with the passive object (which is replaced by empty space in the experiment) were not slowed when the passive object was absent.
This suggests that competition for action selection between the active and passive objects is critical to observe the inhibition of any response. This effect is not produced by the affordance evoked by the active object alone (e.g., inhibiting all incompatible responses) but needs to have the passive object present. In addition to this we did find that responses compatible with the active objects were quicker than those aligned with the empty space replacing the passive objects. However this might have occurred because the onset of the active objects was beneficial as a spatial cue preceding the imperative target. One should be cautious to conclude that this effect derives from the same source as the quicker responses aligned with active objects relative to those aligned with passive objects/empty space in Experiments 1 and 3.
Experiment 4: A Test of Abstract Response Coding
Experiment 1 and 2 established the main features of the effects of implied actions on responses aligned with objects in action-related pairs, revealing evidence for the suppression of responses to passive objects and an advantage for active objects over passive objects when the objects are correctly co-located for action. A remaining question, though, is whether these effects reflect activation of specific motor responses to the stimuli or activation at a more abstract level. As noted earlier, this has previously been addressed in studies using single-objects by manipulating whether participants respond using two-choice unimanual or bimanual button-press actions (Cho & Proctor, 2010; Tucker & Ellis 1998) . In Experiment 4, we evaluated this possibility by having participants respond to target shapes with one of two fingers on a single hand. Do the effects of implied betweenobject action remain?
Methods
A new sample of eighteen volunteers (five males, mean age 21 years, range: 18-35 yrs) from the University of Birmingham research participation scheme was recruited. All the participants were righthanded and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants gave informed consent and received course credit for their time.
The basic design of Experiment 4 was the same of Experiment 1 except that the participants were required to use the index and middle finger of their right hands and the j and k keys. One finger response was assigned to one shape and the other to the other shape, with the finger-shape assignment counter-balanced across participants.
The materials used in Experiment 4 were the same of Experiment 1 except that the background color of the presentation was changed into light grey (200, 200, 200 RGB) .
Results and Discussion
Participants were highly accurate, with the average accuracy of each condition falling between 97.2% and 99.6% (mean 98.7%, see Table 4 ).
The RT data were initially entered into an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with SOA (240 ms and 400 ms), object co-location (correct vs. incorrect), object layout (active-left vs. passive-left) and response compatibility (compatible with active object vs. with passive object) as within-subject factors.
There was a main effect of SOA, F (1, 17) = 55.31, p < .001, η 2 = .77, with RTs in the 240 ms SOA condition longer than in the 400 ms SOA condition (MD = 20 ms). The main effect of response compatibility was significant, F (1, 17) = 7.60, p = .013, η 2 = .31, with responses congruent with the active objects quicker than those congruent with the passive objects (MD = 5 ms). There was a significant interaction between co-location and response compatibility, F (1, 17) = 21.59, p <.001, η 2 = .56. The analysis of the simple main effects revealed that the interaction between co-location and response compatibility was mainly driven by the different influence of co-location on responses congruent with the active and passive objects: responses congruent with the passive objects were slower in the correct co-location condition, compared with the incorrect co-location condition, F(1,17) = 9.00, p = .008, η 2 = .35, MD = 6 ms, but those congruent with the active objects were quicker, F(1,17) = 7.23, p = .017, η 2 = .30, MD = 8 ms. In addition, responses congruent with the active objects were quicker than those congruent with the passive objects only when the co-location of the objects was correct, F(1,17) = 30.96, p < .001, η 2 = .65, MD = 13 ms (see Figure 7) , not when it was incorrect (F < 1).
The results of Experiment 4 replicated the results of Experiment 1: responses aligned with a passive object were slower when an active object was positioned to interact with it, compared with when the co-location of the objects was incorrect for action (active objects rotated). In addition, when both objects were positioned in the correct co-locations for action, the responses aligned with the active objects were quicker than those aligned with the passive objects. It is worth noticing that there was also an orientation effect for active objects, i.e. when the active objects were positioned correctly for action, responses were quicker than when the active objects were rotated and positioned incorrectly for action.
In conclusion, the similar effects of implied actions in Experiments 4 and 1 suggest that changing the task from a bi-into a uni-manual one does not alter the influence of the affordances evoked by paired objects, replicating the results in Experiment 1.
General Discussion
In this study we presented task-irrelevant paired objects which are typically used together in familiar actions. We manipulated the co-location of the objects in order to vary the implied actions within each object pair. We compared the responses aligned with each object and examined how the RTs were affected by the presence of an interacting object, i.e. when the objects were presented as a part of a visual scene implying a common action between the stimuli.
Two major features of the effects of implied between-object actions were established in Experiment 1 and replicated across experiments (Experiment 4). One was that the presence of an interacting active object slowed down responses compatible with passive objects. Second, when both objects were presented in the correct co-locations for interaction, responses congruent with active objects were quicker than those congruent with passive objects. In addition, the inhibitory effect from an interacting object was only observed on responses aligned with passive objects (Experiment 1), not on those aligned with active objects (Experiment 2). This indicates the robustness of the responses associated with active objects and the dominant role of the active objects in a given action relation. Further, the results of Experiment 3 suggested that despite the dominance of active objects, the effects of implied actions between objects cannot be solely attributed to them, as single objects.
The presence of a passive object is also crucial to our findings. Moreover, the present study examined the nature of the effects of implied between-object actions and indicated that the effects in our task were not reduced by a mono-manual task (in Experiment 4). This last result suggests that the findings were mainly driven by compatibility between the abstract codes of the object affordance and the response.
Overall, our findings show that the implied action between paired objects affects participants' responses despite the fact that any such action is irrelevant to the task. Hence our findings suggest that an affordance for action between objects can be coded in an automatic manner. In addition to this, we provide critical new evidence for competition for action selection when objects interact. We discuss this evidence below.
Inhibitory effect of implied actions on responses congruent with the passive objects
The present study demonstrated for the first time an inhibitory effect of implied actions between object on responses aligned with passive objects. In addition, this inhibitory effect selectively affects passive objects (Experiment 1 and 2). We suggest that it is functionally important that responses are suppressed to objects that would be passive when two objects are used together in an action, so that the action to the passive object does not then compete with actions to the active objects in the pair.
The consequence of this is that there is a slowing of responses to the passive objects in the correct co-location condition. In at least some previous studies (e.g. in the work with visual extinction patients, Riddoch et al., 2003) , the detection of both active and passive objects has been shown to increase when an action context is present (Riddoch et. al., 2003) . This contrasts with our results and might reflect the different stages of processing where effects emerge in different studies. In particular, studies with extinction have typically required identification of objects. Pairs of interacting objects may be selected as a single "perceptual unit" (Riddoch et al., 2003) , which enables patients to report both objects despite their attentional limitations (which generate extinction). In the present study, however, the effects measure response activation -albeit at a relatively abstract level (Experiment 4) -and competition for action (and suppression of the passive item) may specifically be at the level of abstract response codes.
The inhibitory effect of action context on responses aligned with the passive objects here echoes previous reports of inhibitory processes in affordance-based effects with single objects. For instance, suppressive surround effects have been noted in compatibility tasks in which responses compatible with the handle orientation of a target object were even slower than incongruent responses when the orientation of the handle slightly differed from that of the preceding object (Loach, Frischen, Bruce, & Tsotsos, 2008 ). An inhibitory component has also been included in computational models of affordance selection, i.e. to select among multiple feasible actions afforded by the same object (this includes: the TRoPICALS model, Caligiore et al., 2013 , the FARS model, Fagg & Arbib, 1998 , and the Selective Attention for Action model, SAAM, Boehme & Heinke, 2009 ). An inhibitory neural pathway from the PFC, probably involving the basal ganglia (BG) and the supplementary motor cortex (SMC), to the premotor cortex (PMC), has been suggested as the neural basis of inhibitory control over affordance selection (for a review, see Thill et al., 2013) . In addition, there is evidence of inhibitory processing in response selection. For instance, Eimer and Schlaghecken (1998) demonstrated active inhibition upon automatically activated responses sharing attributes with distractors. Other studies have shown that responses congruent with the affordance of a nearby distractor are slowed compared with responses incompatible with the distractor affordance, leading to a reversed compatibility effect . The suppression of responses congruent with the non-target objects in Ellis et al.'s study (2007) and the passive objects in our study, might serve as a mechanism to ensure the efficient execution of the action most consistent with current action goal.
The novel advance we present here is to show that inhibitory effects can be cued by not only the topdown intentional control and target selection, but also the action-related contextual factors in a visual scene, such as the presence of an implied action between objects.
Dominance of the active objects in implied actions
The other main result here was that responses aligned with active objects were quicker than responses aligned with passive objects in the correct co-location condition. This result is in line with the previous conclusion drawn from studies where a bias towards the active objects has been observed when objects are placed in an action context (e.g. Roberts & Humphreys, 2010a , 2011a .
For instance, in their study of extinction, Riddoch et al. (2003) found that patients tended to report the active objects when objects were co-located for action, even when the active object was presented on the contralesional (usually extinguished) side. This advantage for active objects is also evident in studies with neurologically typical participants. For instance, in temporal order judgement tasks neurologically typical participants have an attentional bias towards the active object when it is positioned to interact with a passive object (Roberts & Humphreys, 2010a) . The present study extents these findings and suggests a bottom-up source for this bias, not contingent on the task-set to respond to the objects present. Our study suggests that the active objects might generate stronger affordance-related codes and exerted a larger facilitative effect on responses sharing the same codes, compared with those responses sharing codes with the passive objects, in the correct co-location condition.
Even though both the inhibitory effects with passive objects and the facilitatory effect with active objects suggest differentiable impacts on active and passive objects from implied between-object actions, we would like to underline that the current study does not specifically suggest that the semantic knowledge of active and passive objects produced the effects. In contrast, we showed that the mere change of object orientation affected responses (the contrast between the correct and the incorrect co-location conditions). Since such change should not have affected semantic knowledge of objects, the observed effects are compatible with an affordance rather than a semantic account.
Evidence for abstract codes of paired-object affordance
The present study found that the effects of implied actions were not greatly reduced in monomanual task (Experiment 4), compared with the bimanual key-pressing task (Experiment 1).
The lack of a response modality effect suggests that the implied actions do not activate action codes for a specific motor program. Instead, the implied actions result in the activation of action codes at a more abstract level for paired-object affordances.
As reviewed in the Introduction, it has been suggested that what is activated by visually presented graspable objects is a relatively broadly defined category of lateralized actions sharing the left-right feature of visual affordances (Phillips & Ward, 2002) . According to this account, relative leftright codes are generated according to the action-related feature or affordance. When these codes overlap with the required responses, responses are faster and more accurate than when they do not.
In our case, the observed effects might have been produced by compatibility between the automatic activation of the left-right codes of the responses and the automatically generated left-right codes of the implied action, which is biased towards the side of the active objects rather than passive objects in the correct co-location condition. In contrast to the abstract codes account, the affordance account would suggest that the specific actions afforded by objects are automatically "potentiated" (e.g. Goslin, Dixon, Fischer, Cangelosi, & Ellis, 2012; Handy, Grafton, Shroff, Ketay, & Gazzaniga, 2003; Tucker & Ellis, 1998) .
The critical difference between these two accounts is that the affordance account predicts the activation of the motor program of the afforded action, while the spatial codes account does not. In Experiment 4, by changing the explicit task from a bimanual into a mono-manual one, we eliminated any compatibility effects between effector hands and the actions afforded by the objects. However, both the inhibitory effect of implied actions on passive objects (6 ms in Experiment 4 vs. 6 ms in Experiment 1), and the advantage for active objects, were still evident (13 ms in Experiment 4 vs. 8 ms in Experiment 1), suggesting the involvement of overlap between abstract codes in producing our results.
Together with the evidence of the involvement of relative spatial coding in compatibility effects with single objects (e.g. Cho & Proctor, 2010 Iani, Baroni, Pellicano, & Nicoletti, 2011 ) and on task-irrelevant motion information (Bosbach, Prinz, & Kerzel, 2005) , our study adds new support to the notion that relative abstract left-right codes generated by the graspable objects, even when irrelevant to current task, affect responses to such objects (Cho & Proctor, 2010; Phillips & Ward, 2002) . However, our results should not be taken as indicating that the effects of implied actions are immune from the influence of action intention. It has been reported that affordance-based action compatibility effects -elusive in left-right key-press tasks -can be observed in reaching and grasping tasks, which incorporate stronger action intention towards the objects compared to a key-pressing task (Bub & Masson, 2010) . In the present paradigm, it is possible that action intention might also be able to increase the size of the effects observed here. It is worth noting, however, that the current sizes of effects are not outside the range of compatibility effects typically observed in "affordance" type experiments (Pellicano et al., 2010; Phillips & Ward, 2002; Symes, Ellis & Tucker, 2005 , 2007 Tucker & Ellis, 1998) . However, it would be interesting to examine performance when the action implied between the objects is explicit or task relevant, and when a response is directly required to the objects, rather than presenting the objects as an irrelevant context. Also, it will be beneficial to examine whether the relatively small effect of implied action will be increased by more realistic stimuli instead of the schematic object images used here.
Action relation, affordance selection, and scene perception
Our results also have implications for studies of affordance selection and scene perception.
As mentioned in the introduction part, previous theories of affordance selection have largely focused on the modulation from the decision making process or on an influence from irrelevant distractors on a central object (Cisek, 2007; Thill et al., 2013) . However, a more typical, and probably of higher ecological value, challenge is to select the most appropriate action in a loosely structured scene in which the affordance of each object is constrained by their functional and spatial relation with other objects. For instance, when a cup is presented alone, it affords being grasped and moved actively for drinking, but it also affords being held passively to have tea poured into it in the context of an appropriately positioned teapot, in which situation the primary action afforded by the scene is the grasping and moving of the teapot. Our results suggested that such visual and spatial features about action between objects are capable of informing affordance selection. This notion echoes with existing report that the disturbance of configural features of an interacting object pair interfered the effect of action relation in reducing visual extinction (Riddoch et al., 2011) . Moreover, our results suggested that such contextual information helps narrowing affordance selection to the affordance of the active objects, and presumably to the affordance associated with the interaction between objects.
Regarding scene perception, our findings are compatible with the argument that meaningful (functional) relations between objects are coded in the representation of a visual scene (Green & Hummel, 2006) . Such representations serve to reduce competition for selection among visual objects (Riddoch et al., 2003) and modulate the distribution of attention and the speed of object identification (Roberts & Humphreys, 2011a , 2011b . In addition to these results, our study suggests that implied actions are extracted automatically from a given scene, and there is greater affordance-related activation for "active" objects in a scene along with affordance-related inhibition for objects not affording the primary action in the scene. The advantage for objects with higher action possibilities is consistent with eye tracking results showing that, when presented in a scene containing objects affording a sequence of action, the eyes of the user usually orient towards the next object in the action sequence immediately before the actual manipulation of the objects (Land & Mayhoe, 2001) .
Here potential actions between objects can serve as cues for action and may affect manual responses as well as attention distribution, facilitating further processing of the visual scene. This suggestion echoes with the view that there is a close interaction between object perception, attention and action planning (Gibson, 1979; Goodale & Humphrey, 1998; , and that attention to the array of objects (and hence, object selection) can be strongly action-centred (Tipper, Lortie, & Baylis, 1992) . Admittedly, the present study tested influence of implied actions in a rather simplified unnatural experimental setting. Further work is needed to examine whether the action-related influences we have observed operate in the more complex visual scenes more characteristic of real-world environment.
Conclusion
The current study extended previous works demonstrating the effect of action relations between objects on object identification in neuropsychological populations (Humphreys & Riddoch, 2001; Humphreys, Riddoch, Forti, & Ackroyd, 2004; Humphreys, Wulff, Yoon, & Riddoch, 2010; Riddoch et al., 2003) and healthy participants (Roberts & Humphreys, 2010a , 2010b , 2011a , 2011b . Our results illustrated that responses to different objects were modulated by the scene context in opposite waysresponses to objects active in the action being facilitated and responses to passive objects being suppressed. The work points to the competition between affordances of action related objects, and the importance of contextual information in affordance selection in multi-object visual scenes. were longer in the correct relative to the incorrect co-location condition (the black and grey bars on the left side). In the correct co-location condition, RTs for responses compatible with the active objects were shorter than those compatible with the passive objects (the black bars).
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RTs compatible with the active objects were shorter in the correct than the incorrect co-location condition. The error bars indicate the standard error of each condition following method proposed by Cousineau (2005) . The significance of pairwise comparisons is denoted on the figure (a = .05). 
